How Important is Color?
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Color of feeder cattle and especially color patterns affect the price of feeder cattle. Even though color is not a direct influence on animal quality, it can be an indirect influence when color indicates breeds or crosses of breeds with less desirable carcass characteristics. Generally feeder cattle that are uniform in color, regardless of what color, will sell for a higher price than those that are less uniform in color. Breeding decisions made by cow-calf producers impact the color of the calf crop. Cow-calf producers should have some knowledge of what those breeding decisions will have on their calf crop. Therefore, it becomes important to understand not only what colors are desirable to the market selected, but what influence the color of bulls and replacement females will have on the resulting calf crop. A goal for profit oriented producers should be first too make the color of the calf crop uniform for every animal, and identify any preference the selected market might have regarding color.

Color in beef cattle is a qualitative (non production) trait that is influenced by only a few pairs of genes whereas growth traits are quantitative traits that are influenced by a number of pairs of genes. That is why it is easier to fix color patterns in cattle than it is to increase performance traits. Usually color can be influenced in one or two genetic mating decisions, whereas performance usually requires selection based on numerous indicators over many genetic selections.

Most breeds of beef cattle have a fixed color pattern that is characteristic for that breed because of previous selection. In fact, the definition of a breed lists a repeatable phenotypic (evident by sight) appearance of animals that is specific to that breed. These phenotypic characteristics can, but do not have to include color. For example, all Hereford cattle have a red body color with a white face, all Charolais are white and Red Poll are red. However, some other breeds may have more than one basic body color such as red or black Angus and red, white or roan Shorthorn. Other breeds have multiple colors which are not predictable; for example spotting, brindling or solid colors in Longhorn.

Some knowledge of inheritance of color coupled with experience, allows one to predict with some degree of accuracy the color patterns to expect among calves when using different breeds in a crossbreeding program. Due to chance segregation and the fact that more than one pair of genes affect many color patterns there will be some exceptions. These exceptions may be evidenced by dilution of one or more colors of the parents due to a dilution gene. There are however, colors that are dominant over others that will allow producers to make selections to standardize colors of the calf crop in one breeding season.
Many of the available breeds of cattle are characterized as to basic body color categories. They are identified with the color pattern that is most common in each breed. The Simmental can be categorized with spotted cattle or solid red or solid black. Limousin, Salers and Gelbvieh are both classified with red and black. Those breeds in the Black category are: Angus, Brangus, Chiangus, Galloway, Welch Black, Limousin, Gelbvieh, Salers and Simmental. Breeds in the Red body color are: Barzona, Devon, Gelbvieh, Hereford, Polled Hereford, Limousin, Lincoln Red, Norwegian Red, Red Angus, Red Poll, Salers, Santa Gertrudis, Senepol, Scotch Highland, Shorthorn, South Devon and Simmental. The White or cream colored breeds are: Shorthorn, Charolais, White Park and Blonde'd Aquitaine. Spotted color patterns are represented by the following breeds: Beef Friesian, Hays Converter, Holstein, Maine Anjou, Pinzgauer and Simmental. Mixed colored breeds are: Beefmaster, Braford and Longhorn. The brownish red to reddish black colors are in the Jersey, Brown Swiss and Brahman. Breeds that have light colored hair coats with dark pigment skins are: Brahman, Brown Swiss, Chianina, Marchigiana, Murray Grey, Romagnola, Jersey and Tarentaise.

There are basically three different colors in cattle. Those being black, red, and brownish red to reddish black. The brownish red to reddish black colors are represented in the Jersey, Brown Swiss and Brahman. The mode of expression is that black is dominant to both other colors. That is if an animal has at least one gene for black then it will be black. The brownish red to reddish black is dominant to red. That means if an animal has at least one brownish red to reddish black gene with the other gene not being black, the animal will be brownish red to reddish brown. Since red is the recessive, a red animal will only be red if it possesses both genes for red. An animal that is solid red is said to be homozygous (both genes of the same pair are the same).

Along with these three basic color genes, there are different modifying genes that influence white spotting patterns, level of expression of the color pigment and roaning. A homozygous (alike) pair of dilution genes can dilute the solid colored animal to almost white or cream colored. Most solid white or cream colored cattle are genetically red or black but are homozygous (both genes the same) for the dilution genes that dilute the pigmentation to white or cream color. An animal which is heterozygous for the dilution gene (one gene for dilution and the other for non-dilution) can influence the intensity of red pigmentation in red cattle and black pigmentation in black cattle. The offspring of a black animal bred to a white animal will most likely produce gray offspring. Likewise, red cattle mated to animals whose pigment is diluted can produce light yellow to rust colored offspring.

Breeds that are known to possess the dilution gene are: Simmental, Charolais, Longhorn, Gelbvieh, Blonde'd Aquitaine, Murray Grey and Scottish Highland. Charolais are homozygous for the dilution gene as evidenced by their white color. Using them in a crossbreeding program will always partially dilute the color of the breed to which they are mated. For example, Charolais X Angus crossbreds are almost always gray. The Simmental that are homozygous for the dilution gene are very light fawn colored. When very light fawn colored Simmentals are used in a crossbreeding program, they will always contribute a dilution gene to partially dilute the color of breed they are mated to. Medium red colored Simmentals are most likely heterozygous for the dilution gene and when used in crossbreeding, they may or may not dilute the color of the breed they are mated with. Deep dark red Simmentals are homozygous for the non-dilution gene and when used in a crossbreeding program, they will not dilute the color of the breed of which they are mated. On many markets cattle are sold with little, if any information available about breed or performance. Without this information, most
buyers will understandably estimate performance (gain, yield, livability, etc.) in relation to the reputation of the breed; thus they look for signs that indicate a certain breed or breeds making up crossbred cattle. The reputation of the breed as buyers use it may be based upon scientific data or based upon previous experiences that buyer has had with certain breeds. Some breeds are prone to produce calves that have certain distinguished color markings, such as white-faced, droopy ears, brindling, skunk-backs and white stocking legs. Those breeds that indicate white faced or blaze faced calves are Hereford, Polled Herefords and Simmentals. Brindling may indicate breeds such as: Jersey, Brown Swiss, Brahman, Chianina, Tarentaise or Longhorn. Skunk-backs are indications of either Charolais or Pinzgauer. Stocking legs can come from: Holstein, Beef Friesian, Maine Anjou, Simmental, Hays Converter, Hereford or Polled Hereford. Droopy ears and larger navels are indications of Brahman, Brangus, Santa Gertrudis or Braford.

Color is an economic trait in some situations, but should not be a substitute for the more important traits of beef cattle production such as growth, reproduction and carcass traits. It should be noted that the genetic variation affecting quality within a breed is probably much larger than the variation between individual breeds. So, while color is not directly related to quality, it serves in many cases, as a measure of quality to buyers when no further information or historical experience with those animals is available. Not all breeds are addressed in this discussion and it should not be construed in any manner that they are minor breeds. Each and every one of the more than 100 breeds of cattle have a genetic contribution to make to the cattle industry. Information was not available on color inheritance of those breeds not mentioned.